
 

Scientists identify the zip-1 gene as a first-
line defense hub in worms
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Fig. 1: zip-1 is required for induction of pals-5 GFP reporters by pals-22(RNAi)
and by prolonged heat stress. a, b Graphical overview of RNAi screen results in
the pals-22(jy3); jyEx191[pals-5::gfp] background (a) and following chronic
heat stress (b). GFP intensity was normalized to the length of worms (TOF) and
it is indicated on the x-axis; different RNAi clones are listed on the y-axis. Boxes
on the right represent enlarged sections of the graph containing zip-1(RNAi)
results and relevant controls. Source data are provided as a Supplementary
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Data 1 file. c pals-22(jy1); jyEx191[pals-5::gfp] animals show constitutive
expression of the PALS-5::GFP reporter when grown on control vector RNAi
plates (upper image) but not on zip-1 RNAi plates (lower image). Two
independent experimental replicates were performed with similar results. d
Expression of GFP from the jyIs8[pals-5p::gfp, myo-2p::mCherry] reporter is
decreased in zip-1(jy13) animals following prolonged heat stress (lower image),
in comparison to wild-type animals (upper image). Three independent
experimental replicates were performed with similar results. c, d Fluorescent and
DIC images were merged. Scale bars = 200 µm. myo-2p::mCherry is expressed
in the pharynx and is a marker for the presence of the jyIs8 transgene. Credit:
DOI: 10.1038/s41467-021-27621-w

The COVID-19 pandemic has underscored the urgency for science to
continue unraveling how viruses infect and how immune systems
respond to such threats. 

University of California San Diego researchers studying how small
worms defend themselves against pathogens have discovered a gene that
acts as a cell's first-line response against infection. Division of Biological
Sciences Postdoctoral Scholar Vladimir Lažetić, Professor Emily
Troemel and their colleagues at UC San Diego and the New York
University Grossman School of Medicine identified the key role of
"ZIP-1," a protein called a transcription factor, which helps convert
genetic information from DNA to messenger RNA.

The finding, published Jan. 10 in Nature Communications, could have
implications for identifying similar genes that control immune responses
to infection in humans.

"By better understanding immunity against viral infection we can
identify new ways to treat viral infection," said Troemel, a professor in
the Section of Cell and Developmental Biology. "The new antiviral
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factor that we've identified is giving us a better handle on immunity and
how worms are fighting off viral infections. Worms sense an RNA virus
in a way that's similar to how humans sense an RNA virus like
coronavirus."

The researchers studied Caenorhabditis elegans, a tiny roundworm with
a transparent body that allows scientists to closely monitor how an
infection invades a living animal. Lažetić used a fluorescent tracking
method to identify which parts of the roundworm's cells are involved in
an infection response. He was surprised to find that ZIP-1 emerged so
early in the defense process. In addition to viruses, ZIP-1 jumpstarted
defenses to infection by a cell-invading fungus as well, the data revealed.

"We found that the subset of genes controlled by ZIP-1 is important for
immunity, but not for some other phenotypes that we see in other
animals that have activated this immune response," said Lažetić, who
noted that the ZIP-1 name comes from its predicted zipper-like
structure. "We also observed that ZIP-1 is activated by a previously
described receptor that is important for triggering antiviral immunity,
both in mammals and in C. elegans, so there are links that can be made
with human immunity."

For Troemel, the most surprising aspect of the results was finding that
ZIP-1 acts as a centralized hub for immune response against a number of
threats.

"A virus, a fungus and heat stress are all so different, but we found that
they're all going through the same central ZIP-1 hub to turn on a set of
immune genes," said Troemel. "Understanding the early role of ZIP-1 is
important because we know that timing matters so much in terms of
immune response. That's one of the lessons we have learned with
COVID. If you have an early interferon response, that tends to correlate
very well with fighting off the infection."
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Troemel's lab is now probing the details of the discovery further,
including investigating how the receptor that worms use to sense a virus,
which is similar to a receptor that humans use in immune response,
communicates with ZIP-1 in the defense process.

"Revolutions in biology oftentimes have come from understanding how
simple organisms cope with threats such as infection," said Troemel.
"Studies that might seem abstract can lead to groundbreaking
discoveries." 

  More information: Vladimir Lažetić et al, The transcription factor
ZIP-1 promotes resistance to intracellular infection in Caenorhabditis
elegans, Nature Communications (2022). DOI:
10.1038/s41467-021-27621-w
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